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Acronyms used
AB

Advisory Board

CFP

Common Fisheries Policy

EAF

Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries

EAFM

Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management

FAIRSEA

Fisheries in the AdrIatic Region – a Shared Ecosystem Approach

FS

Factsheet

JS

Joint Secretariat

KoM

Kick-off Meeting

LP

Lead Partner

MA

Managing Authority

OGS

Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale - OGS

PA

Partnership Agreement

PC

Project Coordinator

PM

Project Manager

PMU

Project Management Unit

PP

Project Partner

SC

Subsidy Contract

SC

Steering Committee

TC

Technical Committee

WP

Work packages
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INTRODUCTION
The FAIRSEA project aims at enhancing transnational capacity and cooperation in the
field of an ecosystem approach to fisheries in the Adriatic region by exchanging
knowledge and sharing good practices among partners. The complementary expertise
of the partners is shared, interlinked and integrated, considering also challenges and
opportunities identified by stakeholders. The best way to reach sustainability, in fact,
is to ensure stakeholders’ participation in the process that requires time, trust,
transparency and efficient steering. The efforts are embedded in a spatially explicit
management platform that will allow to share expertise, create a common pool of
knowledge, boost the operational application of the ecosystem approach to fisheries,
enhance thecompetence in complex system dynamics, and foster a consensus on the
state of the environment and fisheries in the region.
The collective development of the integrated platform will enhance partners’
expertise on an approach seldom carried out in the Mediterranean Sea. The platform
will result in a spatially explicit dynamic tool, integrating cornerstone elements for
an ecosystem approach to fisheries that are: water masses circulation and
connectivity (module HYDRO), biogeochemical planktonic processes (BGC),
distribution of resources (BSTAT), catch and fleet statistics (FSTAT), effort distribution
(EFFORT), bioeconomic responses (BIOECO) and food web dynamics (FWM). The
attention to the spatial components in the distribution of the resources, the variability
of the oceanographic condition, the management policies and the socio-economic
impact is a particularly innovative and extremely valuable aspect. The shared
integrated platform will be used as a planning tool to implement demonstrative
testing of applicable fisheries policies both at local (subareas) and whole Adriatic
scales. Especially, it will provide a scientific basis to formulate and evaluate shared
management advice in the local and international participatory processes, answering
to the need of reference points knowledge for the optimization between ecological
andsocio-economical sustainability. The process developed in FAIRSEA will provide an
opportunity to describe best practices and define guidelines for a sustainable fishery
management. The integrated platform will result in a product that constitutes the
basis for a science-based decision support tool and a preliminary step towards the
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future development of multiannual fishery management plans. The specific objectives
of the FAIRSEA project are indicated in the Application Form (AF) and are:

Project specific objective 1: Enhance transboundary integrated
competence in thefield of ecosystem approach to fisheries
Enhance the transnational competencies and skills in the field of EAF in all network’s
members, by crossing and pooling resources and complementary expertise,
exchanging and integrating knowledge and sharing the results. The goal is to develop
a territorially integrated conceptualization of the EAF beyond existing differences and
boundaries, and to strengthen and structure a network for future transnational plans,
useful in the framework of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). This will result in
reinforcing cohesion and encourage identification and adoption of economic optimal
strategies.

Project specific objective 2: Implement a shared “state of the art”
integratedplatform for the region
Develop an operational spatially explicit platform that integrates the dynamics of
water masses and primary production patterns, main components of the ecosystem
in terms of target species and their food, main fisheries spatio-temporal dynamics,
also accounting for socio-economic impacts. The tool will result from a novel
integration of existing information and numerical approaches applied in the Adriatic
basin (GSA17 and GSA18). The FAIRSEA integrated platform will permit testing
different exemplificative policies that will be analysed and presented tostakeholders
and policy makers for a joint discussion.

Project specific objective 3: Share benefits and challenges of
ecosystem approachto facilitate the achievement of CFP objectives
Implement participatory processes for sharing the integrated conceptualization of
the ecosystem approach to fisheries and the insights obtained from pilot
applications. Project process enhances collaborative and participated definition of
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policies to be tested, also through the involvement of a wide range of key
stakeholders. The production of guidelines and best practices for transnational
integrated frameworks useful for an ecosystem approach to fisheries is another aim
of FAIRSEA. Another objective is transferring at different levels and to different
groups the potentialities andthe difficulties of the approach, in order to increase its
further development in the region and outside the region.

Infodays
Infodays have been organized at National level in each project country devoted to launch
FAIRSEA and communicate project.

First Infoday - ITALY

OGS organized a first Infoday in Trieste on 26th July 2019.
The event was attended by different stakeholders: 2 “General public”, 1 “Local, regional and
national public authorities”, 1 “Regional and local development agencies, chambers of
commerce and other business support organizations”, 3 “SMEs”, 14 “Universities, technology
transfer institutions and research institutions”.
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Second Infoday - CROATIA
Infodays of the project were organized on 18th and 19th of May 2020 in Mali Ston. Public institution
RERA D.D. together with the Association “Stonski školjkari”and the University of Dubrovnik organized
the event. During the event professor dr.sc. Ivan Katavić gave the presentation including these the four
topics:
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• Fisheries Management Regulations in the Adriatic Sea
• Stakeholders in the decision making process
• Fisheries management based on the ecosystem approach
• Decision support systems in fisheries
During the info days project communication manager (CM) presented a project FAIRSEA to the
participants of the meeting.
The participants of the meeting were representatives of regional, local and national decision makers,
associations, universities, research Institutes and operators from the aquaculture sectors. In particular: 3
TG2 - Local, regional and national public authorities, 3 TG3 - Regional and local development agencies,
chambers of commerce and other business support organizations, 9 TG4 - SMEs, 1 TG5 - Universities,
technology transfer institutions, research institutions, 2 TG6 - NGOs, associations, innovation agencies,
business incubators, cluster management bodies and networks.
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Third Infoday – ITALY

LP-OGS organized in Trieste an Infoday on 2 September 2020. The event was organized for journalists
within the framework of the international conference ESOF2020, with the support of other projects.

The event involved 15 “TG1 General public”, 2 “TG 4 SMEs”, 2 “TG 6 NGOs”, 1 “TG 7 Education
and training organisations as well as social partners and labor-market institutions”.
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